
ELA 10 PreAP STAAR 
Distance Learning Packet: 

Week 4 

Directions: 
1. Complete each day’s work.
2. Read for 30 minutes each day.
3. Complete the reading log daily.



4  
Persuasive  
Expository



 

Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question. Then fill 
in the answer on your answer document. 

 
Sabrina wrote the following personal essay in response to a class assignment. 
Read Sabrina’s paper and look for the corrections she needs to make. Then answer 
the questions that follow. 

 

Looking Up 
 

(1) I can still remember the way my shabby tennis shoes looked as I stared 

down at them, dreading what was about to take place. (2) It was time for the 

weekly fifth-grade volleyball game, an inevitible scene of mental anguish for me. 

(3) It wasn’t that I ever expected to be chosen first. (4) I knew I was clumsy and 

would never be the best player on any team. (5) But every week, I stared at my 

shoes and simply wished that I wouldn’t be picked last. (6) And yet I was last 

almost every time. (7) No team wanted the girl who dropped the ball, tripped over 

her own feet, and misses the easy serves. 

(8) Years later I realized how much those moments of rejection had affected 

me. (9) It hadn’t been easy being the last one picked, the one the other team 

members “had” to take. (10) I began to expect the worst in every situation, 

repeatedly telling myself that I just wasn’t good enough. (11) I basically grew up 

staring at my shoes. 

(12) All that began to change during the summer after my freshman year in 

high school. (13) My mom’s oldest sister Aunt Karen, needed some help at her real 

estate office and offered me a part-time job. (14) I had always looked up to Aunt 

Karen because she was successful and seemed to lead such a fun, exciting life. 

(15) Her engaging manner and warm, confident smile couldn’t have been more 

different from the nervous, timid way I approached the world. (16) But that 

summer she taught me to look at things differently. 

(17) Aunt Karen said that the secret to success comes from the inside, not the 

outside. (18) She described her own adolesence, and I was shocked to learn that 

her experience had been similar to mine. (19) Notably, she hadn’t been good at 

sports, either! (20) Aunt Karen said she finally realized that what other people 

thought of her didn’t matter nearly as much as what she thought of herself. 



 

(21) She told me that when she started speaking positively to herself and noticing 

her own good qualities, she stopped being so self-critical. 

(22) So that summer I took her advice to heart. (23) I listened to what I was 

saying to myself and decided to focus more on the good. (24) For example, when I 

misfiled an important realty document. (25) I reminded myself of all the other 

documents I had filed correctly. (26) And when Aunt Karen showed me the messy 

supply closet, I assured myself that I would be great at organizing it. (27) Before 

long I had learned a valuable lesson.  (28) Positive thinking actually works! 

(29) The more encouragement I gave myself, the better I felt about myself. 

(30) By the time school started that fall, I was much more confident. (31) I 

approached people around me with a totally different attitude. (32) My after- 

school volleyball days were over, but when my Chemistry teacher announced that 

we should each find a lab partner, instead of looking down at my shoes, I looked 

up and smiled. (33) And do you know what happened? (34) A very nice girl 

immediately asked me to be her partner! 



1 What change should be made in sentence 2? 

A Delete the comma 

B Change inevitible to inevitable 

C Change scene to seen 

D  Sentence 2 should not be changed. 

2 What change needs to be made in sentence 7? 

F Insert a comma after girl 

G Change tripped to she trips 

H  Change misses to missed 

J Change serves to serve’s 

3 What change, if any, should be made in sentence 13? 

A Insert a comma after sister 

B Insert a comma after help 

C Insert a comma after office 

D   Make no change 



4 How should sentence 18 be changed? 

F Change adolesence to adolescence 

G  Delete and 

H  Change her to their 

J Sentence 18 should not be changed. 

5 What is the correct way to write sentences 24 and 25? 

A For example, when I misfiled an important realty document, I reminded myself. Of all 
the other documents I had filed correctly. 

B For example, I misfiled an important realty document, I reminded myself of all the 
other documents I had filed correctly. 

C For example, when I misfiled an important realty document and reminded myself of all 
the other documents I had filed correctly. 

D For example, when I misfiled an important realty document, I reminded myself of all 
the other documents I had filed correctly. 

6 What change should be made in sentence 32? 

F Change Chemistry to chemistry 

G Change announced to announsed 

H   Delete the comma after partner 

J Change the comma after shoes to a period 



Read the following quotation. 

Authentic patriotism is not about you, what you believe 
or what you think is right. . . . Authentic patriotism is
not an opinion. It is an action. 

—Stephen Kiernan 

Think carefully about the following statement. 

Some people define themselves by what they believe, while others allow their actions 
to speak for them. 

Write an essay stating your position on which is more important: what a person thinks or

what a person does. 


Be sure to — 


• state your position clearly
• use appropriate organization
• provide specific support for your argument
• choose your words carefully
• edit your writing for grammar, mechanics, and spelling
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WRITTEN COMPOSITION: Persuasive









EXPOSITORY
Genre Definition: Text that explains an idea that 
is clear, well-organized, and coherent.  Limited 
amounts of argumentation and narration are 
used

Genre Examples: News articles, textbooks, 
brochures

Thinking Jobs: 
1. Topic
2. What is the author trying to teach or tell me about 

the topic?
3. What is the author’s point of view?



Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question. Then fill in
the answer on your answer document.

Your Brain on Movies
by Aaron Millar

March 2014

1

2 Lord of the Rings: Return of the King�

Handing Over Control

3 Literature and the
Brain�

4

Are You for Real?

5



6

The Big Screen

7



Odyssey



1

This is why we love the movies: it�s like going
on a roller coaster for the brain.

A

B

C

D

2

F potent

G racing

H attentional

J literally

3

A

B

C

D



4

F

G

H

J

5

A

B

C

D



6

F

G

H

J

7

A

B

C

D

8

F

G

H

J



Your Brain on Movies | QUESTION 1 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 1. 

A B C D 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Your Brain on Movies | QUESTION 2 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 2. 

J F G H 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Your Brain on Movies | QUESTION 3 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 3. 

A B C D 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Your Brain on Movies | QUESTION 4 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 4. 

J F G H 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Your Brain on Movies | QUESTION 5 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 5. 

A B C D 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Your Brain on Movies | QUESTION 6 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 6. 

J F G H 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Your Brain on Movies | QUESTION 7 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 7. 

A B C D 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Your Brain on Movies | QUESTION 8 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 1. 

J F G H 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Student Name: __________________________________________________________________________________ 
Class Period: ________________________________________ 

Independent Reading Log 

    Day and Date Title Pages 1 question or prediction 

Day: Monday 
Date: ______________ 

Day: Tuesday 
Date: ______________ 

Day: Wednesday 
Date: ______________ 

Day: Thursday 
Date: ______________ 

Day: Friday 
Date: ______________ 
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